
As one of its many responsibilities, the TOC Racing Affairs
Committee reviews, evaluates, and negotiates purses with
partner racing associations. Two vitally important goals of
this Committee are to:

1. Structure purses statewide so as to encourage continued
owner investment in the industry; and,

2. Explore varied means to enhance the national perception
of California racing, particularly as a wagering product.

Both the TOC Board and this Committee are very mind-
ful of the long-term strategic implications of California's
purse structures, especially in light of significant extrinsic
factors impacting our purse programs today, including slot-
supported purses in other states, decreasing racing invento-
ries, and a startling reduction in the number of California
farms, to name a few.

Purses At Lowest Claiming 
Levels Growing Fastest
One of the troubling areas on which TOC is focusing more
of its attention is our claiming race program. As part of

these efforts, TOC staff undertook a review of claiming data
encompassing open and maiden levels – between $10,000
and $62,500 – from Santa Anita meets beginning in 1981.
Santa Anita was chosen as the barometer for the other
California meets because of its consistent racing dates and
claiming levels over the past 25 years. The accompanying
charts reveal some intriguing, yet disconcerting trends and
implications that will likely impact policy considerations
going forward.

Santa Anita's claiming purses over the last 25 years are
reflected in Chart 1. Since 1981, purses have increased
approximately 33% to 117%, depending on the claiming
level, while claiming levels have not changed. However,
these increases represent annual average growth rates of
only 1.2% to 3.1% per year, which means they have not kept
pace with inflation of 3.2% over that same time.

Focusing on the last 10 years from 1996 to 2006 (see high-
lighted columns), purse growth for the maiden claiming and
upper claiming levels ($25,000 to $50,000) has fallen signif-
icantly short of growth at the lower claiming levels ($10,000
to $20,000). For example, $10,000-claimer purses increased
27%, yet $40,000-maiden claimer purses decreased 5%.

As previously mentioned, claiming purses have not kept
pace with inflation, as measured by the consumer price
index. In Chart 2, historical purses are adjusted for inflation
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and reflected in 2006 dollars. Looking at the far-right col-
umn, purses have declined about 1%-2% per year on an
average annual basis, after adjusting for inflation.

Another perspective to consider is the impact this “defla-
tion” of purses has had on California racing. For example,
the $10,000 purse for a $10,000 claiming race (i.e., the low-
est claiming level in Southern California over the past 25
years) in 1981 would be worth $22,068 in today's dollars.
However, the actual purse for a $10,000 claiming race today
is only $14,000. Is this necessarily good or bad?  Consider,
further, that claiming levels have not materially changed
over the past 25 years even though, for example, a $32,000
maiden claimer in 1981 was worth $70,618 in today's dol-
lars. How do these factors effect the interpretation of this

trend?  In Chart 3, we take a closer look at the effects of infla-
tion from 1981 to 2006.

Referring to Chart 3, 1981 claiming levels and purses are
hypothetically inflated to 2006-dollars. Clearly, what we
actually have in 2006 falls well short of the values in 1981:
today's claiming levels are 45%, and purses 60%-98%, of the
values in 1981. Has the product cheapened in California?  

Incentive To Buy Low Level 
Claimers vs. Developing New Inventory

From the data in Chart 3, one could point out that purse
as a percentage of claiming level today is much greater than
in 1981, and therefore argue that owners are better off
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because of a greater return on investment. But, that is only
true if we look at one end of the claiming level spectrum –
the “bottom end” – not the overall picture; i.e., the data sug-
gests that California's current purse structures offer relative-
ly greater returns at the lowest levels.

For example, purses at the $10,000 level are 140% of the
claiming price, compared to only 80% at the $50,000 level
and 52% at the $50,000 maiden claiming level. However, the
fact is that the cost to bring/develop a young or unraced
horse to the track is tens of thousands of dollars more than
claiming a horse, at just about any level. A structure that
offers relatively greater returns at the cheapest levels does
not encourage and protect owners' and breeders' investment
in new, quality racehorses. Instead it pushes owners to
claiming levels where the same inventory is reused, without
any corresponding growth in overall racehorse inventory.

Imagine a scenario in which the number of claimed hors-
es increases, yet total number mares bred or unraced horses
purchased decreases. Where will the new horse inventory
needed to sustain California racing come from?  

While some owners might still wish to develop young or

quality horses that race in allowance or stakes caliber events,
continuation of purse structures that disproportionately
reward the lowest claiming levels suggests an ongoing con-
traction of California's racehorse inventory. In other words,
there is growing concern that continuation of current purse
to claiming level structure will not give owners an incentive
to invest in new racehorse inventory, but will economically
confine their investment to the lowest of claiming levels
where the ratio of purses to investment level is greatest.
Unfortunately, these levels are the ones at which California
racing is least competitive – where slot fueled purses in other
states exceed California purses both in Northern and
Southern California.

Is there any evidence that suggests these concerns are legit-

imate? According to California Thoroughbred Breeders
Association and Jockey Club data, the number of California
mares bred in 2006 is down about 20% from a recent peak
in 2003. Furthermore, 406 horses were claimed at the 2006
Santa Anita meet, up 25% from the prior year. Not only
that, but consider that there were 804 horsemen who put in
claims (“shakes”) for those horses, up 31% from the prior
year.

So, the question is: Are we already headed down the slope
of “cheapening” the California racing product and, if so,
how far down have we gone?  

To answer that, we tried to look at the data using a differ-
ent perspective. Chart 4 depicts 2006 claiming levels “deflat-
ed” back to 1981 dollars. The data indicates 2006 levels are
45% of 1981 levels. In other words, an owner had to pay
$10,000 at the lowest claiming level in 1981; today, adjusting
for inflation, it would cost only $4,531 to purchase the low-
est claimer using 1981 dollars.

Have our horses gotten cheaper over the past 25 years in
California, or have we as an industry failed to periodically
and properly adjust claiming levels to reflect actual econom-
ic conditions? 

If the structure is correct as it is, and no adjustments
should be made, why then are there one-third fewer licensed
California Thoroughbred owners than there were just five
years ago?

Conclusion
In sharing these observations, we do not mean to suggest

that the only cause for the industry's recent troubles is an
antiquated purse to claiming level structure that has not
kept pace with inflation. No, in fact, there seem to be sever-
al causes that together have led to a decline in investment
and disillusionment among some owners.

Fortunately, most of these conditions can be reversed
through the implementation of strategic management deci-
sions that put aside calls to continue the failed policies of the
past, maintained largely for the sake of convenience of those
who have grown comfortable with the current system. The
installation of engineered racing surfaces is one such strate-
gic change that will only better California racing. So, too,
will proposed curbs on the pre-race use of cortisone injec-
tions, and calls for greater transparency and the modifica-
tion of “accepted” but highly questionable auction sales
practices.

Nonetheless, we believe it helpful to give consideration and
further evaluation to the inferences that can be drawn from
the trends we have identified above. Together we must ask
ourselves if these trends have contributed to our racing
inventory woes. Specifically:

• Does offering relatively higher purses at the lower claiming
range encourage and foster growth in  “cheaper” inventory? 

• Over time, will these trends further reduce owner incen-
tives to invest in new or quality racehorse inventory?
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